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Step by Step: vCenter Update Manager (VUM) installation  

I have put together these screenshots detailing the step by step installation of vCenter Update 

Manager. I am assuming the following: 

• You have already installed a SQL Server on Windows 2008 Server VM (Refer to my VM build 

document) 

• You have already prepared the databases for vCenter and for vCenter Update Manager 

(Refer to my SQL Database installation document) 

• You have already installed a vCenter Server VM to connect to(Refer to my vCenter 

Installation document) 

• I am also assuming you have installed the above VM’s on an ESXi 5.x Server you have already 

setup with shared storage (or local storage)(Refer to my ESXi 5.x Installation Document) 

• I am also assuming you have met the pre-requisites for the installation such as .NET 

Framework etc. 

We are going to install vCenter Update manager from the vSphere Installation DVD. 
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You may deselect the downloading of updates after the installation.  You can after the installation 

select only the updates you need, thus saving on space and bandwidth. 

 

Complete the IP address of the vCenter server and user credentials that will have access to the 

vCenter server. The user is usually a common VMware account with administrator rights to the 

vCenter server. 
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If you have not created the 32Bit DSN you will not have a selection here. Exit from the installation 

and create the DSN as per my vCenter Installation documentation. Once you have created the DSN 

you shall need to re-run the vCenter Update Manager installation. 

 

The user used here will have dbo (database owner) rights to the vCenter Update Manager database. 
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You might see this warning based on our SQL Database configuration Policies. 

 

You can either use the IP address or the FQDN of the vCenter Update Manager. 
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Select a destination with enough free space for the patches and updated ISO’s vCenter Update 

Manager will be using. 

 

If not enough space has been allocated you will be shown this warning. Please take note of this for 

future reference. Also ensure you monitor the space so that you do not run out of available disk 

space on the volume designated. 
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Note that this is the installation of vCenter Update manager only. There is still some configuration to 

do within vCenter Server and the VUM Plugin. We shall continue with the installation of the vCenter 

Update Manager Plug-in for vCenter Server. 
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Once the plug-in is enabled you should note an additional Tab in vCenter management console (via 

VI Client) 

 

 

 

 

 

The above vCenter Update Manager Admin view is displayed. From here follow the steps as shown 
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to do final customization of vCenter Update Manager. 

 

By default two baselines have been created. You can add additional baselines and remediate against 

them. We shall address this in a later document. 

 

 

Here you can select which updates to download. Only select the updates applicable to your 

environment, IE: If you do not have ESX 3.x servers in your environment there is no need to 

download the patches for it. 

You can add additional Download Sources or upload patches form a .zip file. 

Test the connection to ensure vCenter Update Manger can connect to the servers from where it 

downloads the patches. 
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A Failure here might indicate a Firewall issue or Proxy settings that are wrong or in need of updating. 

 

 

To ensure the downloads of patches happen outside of business hours, or have the least impact on 

your environment you can customize this schedule to fit your policies. 

 

You can also configure the notification schedule…IE: when VUM must check for update notifications 

from VMware? 
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Since vSphere 5, vCenter Update Manager only updates the VMTools within VM’s. This option gives 

you the ability to revert to a state before the patching/updates happened. 

 

Additional ESXi Hosts and Cluster settings can be chosen here, for example: 

HA admission control might interfere with the patching process as ESX servers are put into 

maintenance mode and thereby removing resource form the cluster. You can temporarily disable HA 

admission control to enable the patching to continue even thou HA policies are breached. 

You can also enable parallel patching, which enables you to patch more than one ESXi hosts at a 

time. 
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Patches are shown that are available for download. From here you can view more detail around a 

patch, is severity level and impact. You can also assign it to a different baseline if you so wish. 

 

You can use this section to update your hosts with a Manufacturers custom ESXi CD-Rom image (ISO 

file), or you can import your latest downloaded ISO. This section enables performing version 

upgrades IE: ESXi 4 to ESXi 5. 

 

Virtual Appliance patches will be shown here. 
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As previously noted we shall address the remediation process and procedures in another document. 

To follow: 

• Installing the vCenter Syslog Server 


